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Influence of plasma nitriding and oxinitriding parameters to corrosion resistance
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In the past it was shown that plasma nitriding was especially used to achievement of

surface hardness and fatigue limit. Nowadays is plasma nitriding used to elevating of

corrosion resistance. It is possible to achieve both mentioned conditions currently due

to adaptability and reproducibility of process. This study is focused on research of

corrosion resistance of heat and chemical-heat treated steels. The experiments were

performed on steels AISI 1045 and AISI 4340. First part of specimens was not

heat-treated. Corrosion resistance of nitride layer was influenced by mixtured plasma

nitriding atmosphere (H2, N2). The depth of compound layer depends on duration of

nitriding. Some specimens were subsequently oxinitrided at temperature 500°C. The

second part of specimen was heat-treated and subsequently chemical-heat treated on

equal parameters of plasma nitriding and oxinitriding. Chemical composition of

compound layer was investigated by GDOES method; microstructure by optical

microscope and subsequently all samples were laboratory tested by the NSS method in

accordance with ISO 9227. The microhardness of compound and diffusion zone was

measured by Vickers microhardness tester under load 0.5HV. Experimental results

showed creation of compound zone instead of diffusion layer. The compound layer

created on steel AISI 1045 was manifold thicker than the layer on AISI 4340 steel. The

hardness of both layers was comparable ±5HV. It was achieved marked growth of

oxinitride layer by oxinitriding process of AISI 4340 steel. The hardness of oxinitrided

layers on both steels has had essentially different values. During the NSS corrosion

tests of mentioned steels were investigated different results of corrosion resistance

among different surface treated specimens.
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